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Experience of hosting MonitorPro
There are many aspects to the hosting of a MonitorPro system, it is not simple IT. Knowledge of how
all the components interact is needed, from SQL Server, to the Web Server, our MonitorPro server
components, and the software and hardware requirements of them. Getting direct access ensures
that we can have the quickest solution to any problems that might arise.

Best Server Administration
We have specialised routine server checks, built

hardware every 2 years to ensure our clients get

up over years of hosting. A third party would

the best performance at all times and to

struggle to offer this solution. We use the latest,

eliminate the possibility of failures.

enterprise-level hardware and refresh our

Cost to Upgrade

Guaranteed Access

It is usual practice for 3rd party or contract IT

Of course we have direct access with full

service providers to apply a charge, sometimes

permissions to the servers which we

considerable, every time a system is updated.

administer for our clients. This is often the

This is included with MonitorPro hosting –

case for our clients’ servers, though this

whether a minor patch or a major update, they
are simply done, no extra charge.

cannot be guaranteed. Various methods of
access are provided, and the reliability of
these is out of our hands.
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Seamlessly Import or
Email Data Directly to

Powerful Satellite Imagery

MonitorPro from the Field

Technologies inc.
Google & Sentinel Mapping

Fastest Updates

No Middle Man

We will update your systems to new

Directly managing a hosted MonitorPro

versions that are usually faster than a third

system keeps things simple. No middle man

party would. Our hosted clients receive

means no permissions issues, no Chinese

updates as they are ready, without having

whispers or back and forth between the

to schedule updates via an IT provider.

client, IT and our technicians.

System Configuration
The technical strength of our company is at the

Our developers are experienced in the specific

heart of our business. Our team have been

fields of EHS data management, from waste

recruited from not only in IT but also from

management to contaminated land, mining and

environmental and technical backgrounds, and

general industrial site monitoring. This enables

all have a long track record of using,

the company to develop highly relevant

administering and developing Environmental

solutions and quickly understand our clients’

and Sustainability Data Management Software.

needs.
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How does it work?
Every site is different in their volumes of data

management background. You can be

and reporting requirements. EHS Data employ a

assured that time and the upmost care is taken

range of highly skilled staff, not only from an IT

over managing your environmental data by

background but also from an environmental

experienced and knowledgeable professionals.

“

We have recently switched to the EHS hosting platform which is far more
superior to our previous internal hosting solution. Our team have already
reported significant performance gains, especially in the operating speed.

EHS Data Client

Why choose EHS Data?
3

2

1

Technical Strength

Flexibility

Trust & Credibility

Our team evolved from technical

EHS Data develop environmental

EHS Data have worked with

and environmental backgrounds

data management systems.

different organisations from

witha variety of knowledge.

These highly configurable solutions

Mining to Local Authorities to

This includes the application, the

are tailored to meet a range of

Energy Providers, large & small.

management, the creation and the

specific requirements of clients

Our industry knowledge is vast,

growth of intelligent environmental

operations. Our entire development

and our experience allows us to

data management tools.

team is based in Nottinghamshire,

offer the best possible solution for

United Kingdom.

our clients.

EHS Data is pleased to announce our MonitorPro MCerts
certification has been renewed until 23rd February 2024.
We are proud that MonitorPro was the first complete
environmental data management solution to attain this standard.

For more information and an informal chat please email enquiries@ehsdata.com
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